NRDC Schneider Fellow Job Descriptions

Office: San Francisco  
Energy and International Program  
Project Co-Managers: Meg Waltner & Anjali Jaiswal

NRDC is seeking a Schneider Fellow based in our San Francisco office to work on clean energy and climate change in the US and internationally. The Schneider Fellow would be shared between NRDC’s Energy and India-Climate programs and would work on policies to promote building efficiency in California, at the national level, and clean energy development in India at city and national levels. We are seeking a Schneider Fellow with strong research, writing and analytical experience in the energy field.

The Schneider Fellow would work in part with the India Initiative on projects to advance energy efficiency in buildings and appliances, analysis of India's renewable energy markets, and international climate policy. To encourage efficient buildings, for example, the Fellow would support national efforts to increase implementation of energy efficiency measures in commercial buildings in India. Clean energy finance is also a key aspect of the project and air pollution is an emerging issue area that may grow during the summer. The Schneider Fellow would work with us on research, analysis and advocacy, coordinating with NRDC staff in the International, Energy, Health, and Climate Programs, as well as experts from other U.S. and Indian groups.

The Schneider Fellow would also work as part of NRDC’s Energy team on policies to promote energy efficient buildings and appliances in California and at the national level. The Fellow would work on a variety of projects in this area including, for example, the development of California’s Title 24 building energy standards, zero net energy policy, appliance efficiency standards, and the development of Energy Star specifications. The Fellow would be an integral part of NRDC's Energy Team, and would support these advocacy efforts through research, written advocacy, oral advocacy, analysis of regulation/legislation, and by attending briefings and hearings on relevant issues.